
 

CDC backs Moderna COVID-19 shots after
full US approval
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A vial of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine is displayed on a counter at a
pharmacy in Portland, Ore., Monday, Dec. 27, 2021. U.S. regulators have
granted full approval to Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine after reviewing additional
data on its safety and effectiveness. The decision Monday, Jan. 31, 2022 by the
Food and Drug Administration comes after many tens of millions of Americans
have already received the shot under its original emergency authorization. Full
approval means FDA has completed the same rigorous, time-consuming review
for Moderna's shot as dozens of other long-established vaccines. Credit: AP
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The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Friday continued its
endorsement of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine for adults, now that U.S.
regulators have given the shots their full approval.

The decision has little practical effect. Tens of millions of Americans
have already gotten Moderna shots, following its emergency
authorization by the Food and Drug Administration more than a year
ago.

Earlier this week, the FDA gave the product full licensure, following the
kind of rigorous, time-consuming review given to other vaccines.

While the FDA licenses vaccines, the CDC makes recommendations
about how they should be used. So the CDC's Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices took up the matter on Friday.

The panel heard summaries of medical studies that showed the vaccine is
working against the coronavirus and there is no evidence of new safety
concerns. It voted unanimously to continue to endorse the shots, and the
agency's director later signed off on the recommendation.

The Moderna vaccine, now being marketed under the name Spikevax, is
licensed as a two-dose series for people 18 and older. Under earlier
emergency use authorizations, additional doses can be given as additional
doses for people with weakened immune systems or as half-dose
boosters.

© 2022 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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